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Tuesday, July 28 at 2:30pm (BST)



Greetings!
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Before we even start

• You can download the full deck from my blog: 
• marketingacrossborders.blog/

• Recording, deck and examples of interactive 
content will be shared by CMA

• Connect on LinkedIn!
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If you like what you learn 
today…



Today’s
summary

What is presented here is 
a list suggested tactics for 
a more effective internal 
communications using 
typical Content Marketing 
techniques. 
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Every business has at least three target 
audiences: customers, prospects and 
employees.”

Brian Sullivan on Forbes



Current and ideal scenarios
Content Marketing Tactics 

for Internal Communications



Covid-19 is focing CEOs to rethink
the importance of internal comms

• The pandemic is leading executives to realize that 
companies can’t grow, prosper or even survive without 
a knowledgeable, engaged and aware workforce. 

• Working in a virtual environment is opening up
avenues of innovation, ideation and more interesting 
managerial techniques. 

• However, it is also causing anxiety, fear and 
loneliness. 

• In this unprecedented time, internal communications 
systems, methods, content, cadence, feedback, tone 
and frequency can make a difference.
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Current scenario
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Less than half of all young employees feel 
connected to their jobs



Current scenario
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An ideal scenario
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The need for a central hub

• Despite content being vital to every department, 
companies rarely have a content marketing strategy 
that encompasses every department.

• Unfortunately, this often leads to content that diverges 
from the company’s voice, brand, or vision. 

• And if the content is deployed without a distribution 
strategy, it can ultimately end up being a waste of 
time and money
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Make your internal comms an
experience, not a company memo

• Great company culture is a communicative 
experience that generate strong employee 
engagement, job satisfaction, productivity but 
also high retention, lively office chatter, and 
great employee benefits. 

• Organizational culture is built through internal 
communication.
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Content experience considers how people consume 
and interact with your content. 

So the focus is not just the content on the page; it’s 
how you package and design content. 

It’s a blend of old and new content formats, creative 
design and emotional storytelling; a content experience 
can be entertaining, emotional, and provides data and 
insights.

Rock Content’s blog



Content Marketing 
techniques

Content Marketing Tactics 
for Internal Communications



Content marketing is a strategic marketing 
approach focused on creating and distributing 
valuable, relevant, and consistent content to 
attract and retain a clearly defined audience —
and, ultimately, to drive profitable customer 
action.

Joe Pulizzi, Content Marketing Insistute
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Some Content Marketing techniques

• Focus on different phases of the journey

• Repurpose, slice and distribute content

• Email newsletters

• Personalised content

• Online events and webinars 

• Visual and interactive content

• Apps for inclusion and engagement
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Funnel for internal communications
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TOFU

Employer Branding
Market news
Corporate news

Postes and Infographics
Town Hall Presentations
Content hub/wiki pages

Communicate
key information

Content at the top of the 
funnel facilitates 
INFORMATION

MOFU

Employee Stories
Company events

CEO posts
Videos

Content at the top of the 
funnel facilitates 
ENGAGEMENT

Bring your
Company’s story to life

Public recognitions
Advisory board

Exclusive insights

Empower advocates to 
create more advocates

Content at the top of the 
funnel facilitates 
ADVOCACY

BOFU



“Big Rock” Content Model

• “Big Rock” is Highly Valuable Content. It is a 
substantial piece of content based on the idea of 
becoming the definitive guide to a conversation that 
we want to own

• The idea is to look for opportunities to repurpose 
content that you already have and distribute slices of 
it through meaningful channels
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“Big Rock” model and distribution
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Example of a big rock 
content: ebook

A substantial piece of content based 
on the idea of becoming the definitive 
guide to a conversation that we want 
to own
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Download



How does the big rock content framework work?
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Snackbytes

eDM

Blog posts

Big Rock

Social Media - Twitter

Byline pitch

Banners

Social Media - Sprinklr

Customised for each country
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Blog post (central blog)
Big Rock

Blog post (India) Blog post (UK)

Big Rock (Spain)



The same model work for internal comms
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Big Rock content

Internal Content 
Hub/Wiki

Newsletter

Graphics
ImageImage

Content 
element

Content 
element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element



Email newsletter: an 
evergreen content type

Content Marketing Tactics 
for Internal Communications



Why the Email Newsletter?

• Internal newsletters reduce email overload 
• Internal newsletters are trusted sources. Especially 

when coming from an established leader, internal 
newsletters are seen as impactful and relevant.

• Newsletters break down silos. 
• Internal newsletters help build champions. A 

continuous flow of information to the right employees 
will facilitate change and accelerate adoption of new 
programs.

• Newsletters supplement other forms of 
communications: Although we had our own section 
on the company intranet and regular video conference 
calls with main stakeholders, the newsletter was the 
most successful and impactful tool.
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Email Newsletter for Employees
• Main editorial update
• Link to the editorial calendar 
• Content roadmap: what marketers should expect in the 

following weeks
• Links to curated content produced in the previous two 

weeks: big rock content, social media posts, blog posts, 
whitepapers

• Voices from the countries: interesting stories and best 
practices from the countries participating in the content 
marketing program

• If available, news on marketing initiatives and overarching 
corporate campaigns

• Executive summary of content performance and KPIs
• Who to contact to get information about content 

marketing initiatives
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80% 
Open Rate



Email Newsletter for Partners

• How to inform local agents on a weekly basis about 
the new content that was available and ready to be 
shared around the globe?

• Despite a digital platform connecting remote agents 
across the enterprise, the company decided to launch 
multiple newsletters, one for each country piloting the 
content marketing program.
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Email Newsletter for Partners

• Main editorial summary from corporate, to be 
customized by the local team

• Link to the editorial calendar 
• Available content, updated every week, with 

suggestions and priorities, in terms of sharing
• If available, news on local marketing initiatives and 

overarching corporate campaigns
• Local contacts
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A new case
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53% 
Open Rate



Mobile first
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Interactive Content: a new 
engaging content experience

Content Marketing Tactics 
for Internal Communications



Interactive Content

It’s a blend of content, creative 
design and emotional storytelling; a 
content experience can be 
entertaining, emotional, and provides 
data and insights.
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• Covid-19 is focing CEOs to rethink the 
importance of internal comms

• If company size and organization permit, a
central content hub/studio would accelerate
consistency and adoption

• We should make your internal comms an 
experience, not a company memo

• Content Marketing techniques like the “Big Rock 
content distribution model” work well for IC

• A proper mix of old and new content formats 
maximizes engagement and adoption

Key 
takeaways



Thank you!
Any questions? You can find me at:

Giuseppe 
Caltabiano

giuseppe.caltabiano@rockcontent.com

@giusec

https://www.linkedin.com/in/giuseppecaltabiano/


